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A Machine Veri�ed Distributed SortingAlgorithmJ�rgen H. AndersenBRICS�Department of ComputerScienceUniversity of AalborgAalborg, Denmark Ed HarcourtyK.V.S. PrasadyDepartment of ComputingScienceChalmers University ofTechnologyG�oteborg, SwedenFebruary 15, 1996AbstractWe present a veri�cation of a distributed sorting algorithm in ALF,an implementation of Martin L�of's type theory. The implementationis expressed as a program in a priortized version of CBS, (the Calculusof Broadcasting Systems) which we have implemented in ALF. Thespeci�cation is expressed in terms of an ALF type which represents theset of all sorted lists and an HML (Hennesey{Milner Logic) formulawhich expresses that the sorting program will input any number ofdata until it hears a value triggering the program to begin outputtingthe data in a sorted fashion. We gain expressive power from thetype theory by inheriting the language of data, state expressions, andpropositions.yFunding from the Swedish Government agency TFR, and ESPRIT BRA CONCUR2�Basic Research in Computer Science,Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation.1



1 IntroductionIn this paper we present a machine checked veri�cation of a distributed sort-ing algorithm in type theory. The veri�cation was done in ALF, an imple-mentation of Martin-L�of's constructive type theory [CNSvS95]. The sorteris expressed in a prioritized version of CBS, The Calculus of BroadcastingSystems [Pra95, Pra94, Pra93] and the speci�cation is expressed as an ALFtype that represents the set of sorted lists. We wrap this speci�cation inan HML [Sti93] (Hennessy Milner Logic) formula which provides a layer ofabstraction familiar to concurrency theorists.The veri�cation is interesting because it is done in a value-passing processcalculus with a possibly in�nite value domain. Even if we restrict ourselvesto �nite data domains the CBS sorter is still in�nite state because it worksover lists of arbitrary length. This contrasts with current approaches of doingveri�cation with automatic techniques based on �nite-model checking. Theprice paid is that our veri�cation was done in a proof assistant rather thanproved automatically in a theorem prover.The veri�cation is an induction proof. ALF provides an induction princi-ple for every inductively de�ned data type. Proofs by induction are useful inverifying properties about in�nite state systems. In [Mil89, page 136 section6.2] Milner proves the correctness of a sorter in CCS by induction (Milner'sveri�cation uses bisimulation equivalence and has, to the best of our knowl-edge, not been machine checked). In our ALF setup a few of the inductivelyde�ned sets we use are, the set of natural numbers, lists, CBS processes,and the transition relation that represents the operational semantics of CBS.The induction principles provided by ALF correspond to, respectively, usualmathematical induction over the naturals, induction on the structure of alist, induction on the syntax of processes, and transition induction [Mil89,page 58 section 2.1]. Contrast this with other frameworks such as Isabelle[Pau94], HOL [GM93], and LF [Pfe91] which are based on weaker logics thatdo not automatically provide induction principles.To carry out the veri�cation we must have a representation of value-passing CBS in ALF. This representation is interesting in its own right be-cause we borrow the domain of CBS value and state expressions directlyfrom ALF in a way that allows us to identify ALF variables with CBS datavariables, making the representation simple and robust. Process substitu-tion and data variable substitution are borrowed from ALF through lambda-2



abstraction and function application. We no longer need to include the syn-tax and semantics of data expressions and we can borrow \o�-the-shelf"lemmas about data domains (e.g., that multiplication is commutative). Thecorrectness of the ALF representation is given in [HPP95].1.1 Outline of the paperIn the rest of this section we explain, informally, the parallel sorting algo-rithm we verify and discuss what our speci�cation of the sorter is. Section2 presents, formally, the syntax and semantics of prioritized CBS and de-scribes the parallel sorting algorithm in CBS. Section 3 introduces HML forCBS and gives the HML speci�cation of the sorter. Section 4 introducesALF by example. Section 5 shows how CBS is presented in ALF and alsopresents the ALF version of the CBS parallel sorter. Section 6 gives the proofof correctness of the sorter. Section 7 concludes.1.2 Informal Overview of The ProblemSorter Implementation. In CBS when a process outputs a value, all ofthe other processes may hear that value. This broadcast is the communicationprimitive provided by CBS and is quite di�erent than other process algebraswhere communication occurs between exactly two processes. In prioritizedCBS, transitions are tagged with priorities and if two processes try to speakat the same time then the transition with higher priority is taken. If bothprocesses try to speak simultaneously at the same priority, then one is chosennon-deterministically.The broadcast sort is a kind of parallelized insertion sort. A list of inputdata is spoken sequentially to the sorter along with a �nal sentinel value done.In the scope of this paper we only consider naturals as our data domain. Thesentinel prohibits the sorter from speaking until all of the input has been read.Two special processes Bot(n) and Top(m) keep track of the smallest integern and the greatest integer m read so far. If the input list consisted of oneinteger n the sorter is con�gured as Bot(n)jTop(n).In addition to the processes Bot and Top there are processes Cell(m;n)which keep track of intermediate values. Cell(m;n) has the property thatm � n and we think of n as the current value of the cell and m as a link to3



Sorter4?Bot(4) j Top(4)2?Bot(2) j Cell(2; 4) j Top(4)1?Bot(1) j Cell(1; 2) j Cell(2; 4) j Top(4)3?Bot(1) j Cell(1; 2) j Cell(2; 3) j Cell(3; 4) j Top(4)
the cell containing the next low-est value, Cell(l;m). After thelist is read, each Cell(m;n) out-puts its current value n when ithears m.As an example, given a list[4; 2; 1; 3] the transition graph tothe left traces the con�gurationsof the sorter after each valuein the list is spoken (assumingSorter is the initial con�gura-tion). After the last con�gura-tion there is no more input soBot says its value, 1. When thishappens, Cell(1; 2) hears the 1 and then speaks its value 2, and so on resultingin the output trace [1; 2; 3; 4].Sorter Speci�cation. The sorter outputs a �nite list of sorted integersso an obvious choice of a speci�cation is to consider the set of all sortedlists. This set will be de�ned by an inductively de�ned relation Ordered(`).Assuming we have a type of lists with the empty list nil, the operation cons,and a relation Minimal(n; `) which says that n is smaller than every elementin ` then the following rules de�ne Ordered along with a relation Sorted(`1; `2)which Ordered(nil) Minimal(n; `) Ordered(`)Ordered(cons(n; `))Perm(`1; `2) Ordered(`2)Sorted(`1; `2)says that `2 is a sorted version of `1 i� `2 and `1 are permutations of eachother and `2 is ordered. We can summarize this into a speci�cation (SortSpec)of the Sorter. 4



SortSpec: The Sorter will �rst input a list l of integers followedby the sentinel done. Then it will output the Sorted permutationof l and nothing else.1.2.1 The Veri�cationWe use a slight variation of CBS which allows the user to specify lists ofparallel processes. That is, the tree of parallelism is attened into a list.We thereby directly inherit the laws of associativity of parallel compositionand Nil being neutral with parallel composition and the semantics will au-tomatically clean up any extraneous Nil processes. Using a list of parallelprocesses gives us a better handle on doing proofs by induction. Correctnessof this version of CBS with CBS as presented in [Pra93] is omitted but isstraightforward. The veri�cation we study in the rest of the paper then isthat the sorter, called Sorter meets the speci�cation Sorted.2 CBS | Syntax and SemanticsIn this section we formally present the syntax and semantics of (prioritized)CBS. As mentioned in the introduction we present a slightly stylized versionversion of CBS. Rather than expressing parallelism using a binary combinator\j" parallelism pervades the syntax at every level by using lists of parallelprocesses. For example, the process pjqjr becomes [p; q; r]. The empty list isthe Nil process.Syntax. The syntax of CBS is given by the following grammar.p ::= �x:[p] w!�[p] A(s) (1)In the grammar, [p] is a \list of processes", � is the unique silent action,and �; � are types such that � 62 �; �. The priority � ranges over N andw 2 � [ f�g. A(s) is a process constant with parameter s 2 �. Associatedwith A is a set of de�ning equation of the form A(x) def= ps where x is oftype � and ps a list of processes. Proc is the set of processes de�ned by theabove BNF. We regard f as a function from � ! [Proc]. The priority 0 isthe highest and 1 is the lowest. 5



Pars1 ps w?�!� qs r w?7�!� rsr : ps w?�!� rs++ qs Pars2 [] w?�!� []Pars3 qs w?�!� qs0 p w!7�!� ps0p : qs w!�!� ps0 ++ qs0 Pars4 qs w!�!� qs0 p w?7�!� ps0p : qs w!�!� ps0 ++ qs0Out1 w!�1ps w0?7�!�2 [w!�1ps] �1 � �2 Out2 w!�ps w!7�!� psIn1 f v?7�!� f(v) In2 f �?7�!� [f ]Con ps[w=s] w?�!� ps0A(s) w?7�!� ps0 A(s) def= psFigure 1: Operational semantics of CBS.All processes ignore � at any priority and so idles. Let v 2 �, w 2 �[f�g,f be of the form �x:ps and s be of the form w!�ps. The process f will heara value v at any priority and become the list of parallel processes ps[v=x],which means that x is replaced by v for each process in ps. The functionalnotation allows us to write ps[v=x] as f(v). We avoid the the standardnotation of input pre�xing x?p not hiding the fact that, in CBS, we identifyinput pre�xing with lambda abstraction. We do, however, assume x rangesover �, so our notation is the sloppy version of: �(x 2 �):[p]The process w!�ps can speak w at priority � and evolve to ps. It can hearand ignore any input at priority less than or equal to �. The process �x:pscannot speak, but it can hear a value from � at any priority. The Nil processis the empty list, [], which we write as 0.6



Semantics. The operational semantics of CBS is given by de�ning twotransition relations, 7�! for Proc and �! for lists of processes. Our de�ni-tion of �! is slightly non-standard in that it identi�es transitions ps ��!� qsmeaning that the list of parallel processes ps can do an action � and evolve tothe list of parallel processes qs. An element process of a list can do an actionand evolve to a list of processes identifying transitions p w7�!� qs. Formally,�!� [Proc]� � [ f�g � N� [Proc]7�!� Proc� � [ f�g � N� [Proc]The operational semantics is given in �gure 1 where : and ++ are thelist cons and append operators. The rules Pars1 through Pars4 describestransitions for lists of parallel processes.Parallel Broadcast Sort. The broadcast sort explained in the introduc-tion is given in �gure 2. The type of the values spoken come from thedisjoint union done ] num(N) which tags values as either being numbersor the sentinel value done. The implementation uses conditional constructsfreely (if-then-else and case statements). These are added to the semanticsin the obvious way, but as we shall see, need not be as we borrow them fromALF.The process Sorter is the starting process and Bot and Top are as before.The process Cell is split up into two process InCell and OutCell that describea cell as being in either an input phase (the input is still being read) or andoutput phase (the sentinel value has been read). When an OutCell hears the(left) number which links it to the previous process it will output it's numberwith priority 0 if it stores the same number as heard, if not it outputs withpriority 1. In this fashion duplicates get higher priority and is spoken beforethe higher values.
7



Sorter def= �x:case x ofnum x! [Bot(x);Top(x)]done! []Bot(n) def= �x:case x ofnum x! if x � n then [Bot(x); InCell(x; n)] else [Bot(n)]done! n!10Top(n) def= �x:case x ofnum x! if n < x then [Top(x); InCell(n; x)] else [Top(n)]done! []InCell(m;n) def= �x:case x ofnum x! if m < x and x � n then [InCell(m;x); InCell(x; n)]else [InCell(m;n)]done! [OutCell(m;n)]OutCell(m;n) def= �x:case x ofnum x! if m = x then if m = n then n!00else n!10else [OutCell(m;n)]done! [OutCell(m;n)]Figure 2: The Broadcast Sort in CBS.8



3 HMLIn this section we present the syntax and semantics of our version of HMLfor CBS. By itself HML is a rather weak logic without recursion or open ex-pressions over the value domain, but is however, powerful in another sense aswe can combine HML expressions with ALF expressions and write expressiveformulae including a concise sorting speci�cation.3.1 Syntax & Semantics of HMLLet � be a type, w 2 �� and ~w 2 ~�� then the syntax priority abstractedHML is as follows:f ::= f ^ f ��� f _ f ��� [w?]f ��� [w!]f ��� hw?if ��� hw!if ��� '(~w)where ' is a �rst order logic predicate on ~w 2 ~�� , such that '(~w) is a closedexpression. The satis�ability relation is de�ned as follows:ps j= '(~w) () '(~w)ps j= f ^ g () ps j= f and ps j= gps j= f _ g () ps j= f or ps j= gps j= [w?]f () 8�; qs such that ps w?�!� qs implies qs j= fps j= hw?if () 9�; qs such that ps w?�!� qs and qs j= fps j= [w!]f () 8�; qs such that ps w!�!� qs implies qs j= fps j= hw!if () 9�; qs such that ps w!�!� qs and qs j= fNote that in PCBS all processes can hear (at least with priority 0), hearingis deterministic, and the derived state is independent of the priority at whichthe transition was made. The query modalities therefore coincide, i.e. ps j=[w?]f () ps j= hw?if .3.2 Specifying the SorterWe de�ne the HML SortSpec in three steps using two inductively de�nedformulae. First, we de�ne a formula InputFormula (IF) parameterized witha list of naturals, xs, and a formula, f . IF states that the derived state of aprocess after hearing xs must satisfy f .9



IF :: [Nat] �! HML �! HMLIF ([]; f) �= fIF (x : xs; f) �= [num(x)?] IF (xs; f)Second, we de�ne a formula DeterministicOutputFormula (DOF) param-eterized with two lists xs; ys. DOF speci�es that the output is deterministic.If xs = ys = [] then determinism is trivially true. If xs = x : xs0 andys = y : ys0 are non-empty a satisfying process must be able to output xand if it can also output y then the two must be equal. Furthermore afteroutputting the value x any derived process must satisfy DOF of xs; ys.DOF :: [Nat] �! [Nat] �! HMLDOF ([]; []) �= TrueDOF (x : xs0; y : ys0) �= hnum(x)!iTrue ^ [num(y)!](x 6= y)^[num(x)!]DOF (xs0; ys0)Third, to specify sorting we wrap these two formulae around a sortingfunction, Sort. The function Sort is a functional version of the relationSorted given in the introduction and, as we mentioned, we omit the proof thatSort implements Sorted. SortSpecFormula (SSF) states that after inputtingsome list xs and the special value done a satisfying process must output thesorted version of xs and not some other list ys.SSF :: [Nat] �! [Nat] �! HMLSSF (xs; ys) �= IF (xs; [done?]DOF (Sort(xs); ys))Instead of just checking the Sorter j= SSF(xs,ys) for two speci�c lists ourgoal is to prove that Sorter meets our speci�cation for all list:(�) 8xs; ys : Sorter j= SortSpecFormula(xs; ys)10



4 Representation in ALFBefore we proceed with the veri�cation we informally present ALF through afew examples on the natural numbers (This short discussion of type theory istaken from [CNSvS95]). We view ALF as the typed lambda calculus extendedwith dependent types. ALF is a proof editor and all of the ALF code givenhere appears as it does on the screen. There are two kinds of terms in ALF| types and objects.Natural Numbers. The type (set) of natural numbers is introduced withthe de�nition N 2 Set, 0 2 N, and s 2 (N)N, the latter being constructorsfor zero and the successor of a natural. Here the type (N)N is ALF notationfor the function type N ! N. An object (i.e., function) Add that addstwo natural numbers and a set (or type) Le representing a relation for � arede�ned by the following (which is how they actually appear in the ALF proofeditor).Add 2 (N;N)NAdd(0; y) = yAdd(s(x); y) = s(Add(x; y)) Le 2 (m;n 2 N)Setle0 2 (n 2 N)Le(0; n)leS 2 (m;n 2 N; Le(m;n))Le(s(m); s(n))The de�nition of Le follows the normal relational de�nition. Notice the useof the dependent function type. In Le the constructor le0 is a function whoseresult type Le(0; n) depends on the object n. This allows us to de�ne Le aswould be done in an operational semantics and hints at how the operationalsemantics of CCS will be speci�ed in ALF, as an inductively de�ned relation.That is, le0 encodes the rule 0�n and leS encodes n � ms(n) � s(m) .Types as Propositions. A function in ALF can be viewed as a proof of aproposition in �rst-order logic where the type of the function represents theproposition to be proved. For example, the following function is a proof thatLe is transitive. In the de�nition the �rst three parameters i; j; k 2 N havebeen hidden along with the declarations of m and n in the constructors forLe. This feature of ALF makes proofs more readable.11



LeTrans 2 (Le(i; j); Le(j; k))Le(i; k)LeTrans(le0; h) = le0LeTrans(leS(h2); leS(h)) = leS(i; k; LeTrans(h2; h))The type of the function represents the proposition to be proved and thebody of the function represents the proof. The function is recursive, whichrepresents a proof by induction.Equality in ALF. In ALF there is a class of objects denoted by a relationId where Id 2 (A 2 Set;A;A) that are equivalent up to ALF'S ���-reduction.This relation plays an important role in our representation as it will allow usto identify closed expressions with their values.5 PCBS & HML { ALF styleWe now describe how we have de�ned PCBS and HML in ALF and how weuse these de�nitions to implement the Sorter and the sorting speci�cation.First we represent PCBS and implement Sorter, then we represent HML andgive the sorting speci�cation.5.1 PCBS | ALF styleThe syntax of PCBS is represented in a type Proc(A,S), where A is the setof actions Act and we let Act� be represented by the lifted domain Lift(A)where bot(A) represents � . An element a 2 A is now denoted in(a). Insteadof giving the ALF syntax as it looks in ALF we give the translation of thestandard syntax into that of our implementation.w!kps SAY(triple(w; k; ps))x?ps LISTEN(fun([x]ps))s VAR(s)Here fun([x]y) constructs a function of type (A)B where x 2 A and y 2 Band [x]y is ALF notation for the lambda abstraction �x:y. Note that theconditional is not part of the CBS syntax. This is not a problem as weborrow it from ALF. We de�ne If-Then-Else as a function, Cond.12



Cond 2 (b 2 Bool; ps1; ps2 2 List(Proc(A,S)))List(Proc(A,S))Cond(tt; ps1; ps2) = ps1Cond(�; ps1; ps2) = ps2The transition relation is de�ned by two separate relations, one for listeningand one for speaking. The listening relation p w?�!k qs is de�ned byQuery 2 (env 2 (S)List(Proc(A,S)); p 2 Proc(A,S);w 2 Lift(A); k 2 Nat; qs 2 Proc(A,S))SetPQuery 2 (env 2 (S)List(Proc(A,S)); ps 2 List(Proc(A,S));w 2 Lift(A); k 2 Nat; qs 2 List(Proc(A,S)))Setwhere Query and PQuery de�nes the relations p w?7�!k qs and ps w?�!k qs fromthe operational semantics. The relations (p w!7�!k qs and ps w!�!k qs) aresimilarly de�ned in Speak and PSpeak.To implement Sorter from Figure 2 in ALF �rst we de�ne the set ofactions Act and the set of process constants State.Act 2 Setdone 2 Actnum 2 (Nat)Act State 2 Setsorter 2 Statebotcell 2 (Nat)Statetopcell 2 (Nat)Stateincell 2 (Nat;Nat)Stateoutcell 2 (Nat;Nat)StateThe Sorter is then implemented in a function SorterEnv of type Proc(Act,State).SorterEnv maps process constants to PCBS processes. The function sgl mapsan object to the singleton list.SorterEnv 2 (State)List(Proc(Act,State))SorterEnv(sorter) = sgl(LISTEN(fun([a]sorterCase(a))))SorterEnv(botcell(a1)) = sgl(LISTEN(fun([a]botCase(a; a1))))SorterEnv(topcell(a1)) = sgl(LISTEN(fun([a]topCase(a; a1))))SorterEnv(incell(a1; a2)) = sgl(LISTEN(fun([a]incellCase(a; a1; a2))))SorterEnv(outcell(a1; a2)) = sgl(LISTEN(fun([a]outcellCase(a; a1; a2))))13



We show the two cases incellCase and outcellCase which are direct trans-lation from �gure 2.incellCase 2 (Act;Nat;Nat)List(Proc(Act,State))incellCase(done; n1; n2) = sgl(VAR(outcell(n1; n2)))incellCase(num(n1); n2; n3) =Cond(bool and(bool lt(n2; n1); bool leq(n1; n3));cons(VAR(incell(n2; n1)); sgl(VAR(incell(n1; n3))));sgl(VAR(incell(n2; n3))))outcellCase 2 (Act;Nat;Nat)List(Proc(Act,State))outcellCase(done; n1; n3) = sgl(VAR(outcell(n2; n3)))outcellCase(num(n1); n2; n3) =Cond(bool eq(n1; n2);Cond(bool eq(n2; n3);sgl(SAY(triple(in(num(n3)); 0; nil)));sgl(SAY(triple(in(num(n3)); s(0); nil))));sgl(VAR(outcell(n2; n3))))In a similar fashion we implement topCase, botCase and sorterCase. We nowproceed to implementing the sorting speci�cation in ALF.5.2 HML | ALF styleThe HML syntax from section 3 is mapped to ALF terms by the followingtranslation. True TrueFalse Falsef ^ g And(f; g)f _ g Or(f; g)[w?]f BoxQuery(w)fhw?if DiaQuery(w)f[w!]f BoxSpeak(w)fhw!if DiaSpeak(w)fThe modal logic we use in Section 3 is seemingly more powerful as we can use�rst-order logic predicates in the speci�cations. Here we are left with only14



the propositional variables True and False. That is, every HML expressionis closed and each �rst-order predicate can be identi�ed with either True orFalse. To inherit the expressive power of ALF we simply move the �rst orderlogic expressions, ' to j= in the following way.(��) p j= [w!]' , if :' then p j= [w!]FalseThe satis�ability relation j= is de�ned between lists of PCBS processesand HML formulae given the process' environment.Sat 2 (env 2 (S)List(Proc(A,S)); ps 2 List(Proc(A,S)); f 2 HML(A))SetWe show constructors for two cases, p j= [w!]f and p j= hw!if .SatDiaSpeak 2 (PSpeak(env; ps; w; n; qs);Sat(env; qs; f))Sat(env; ps;DiaSpeak(w; f))SatBoxSpeak 2 ((n 2 Nat; qs 2 List(Proc(A,S));PSpeak(env; ps; w; n; qs))Sat(env; qs; f))Sat(env; ps;BoxSpeak(w; f))We can now give our sorting speci�cation in terms of HML. DOF fromsection 3.2 is rede�ned using (��). That is, we assume a proof neq 2Id(x; y)Empty which means (x 6= y) 1. To do this we �rst de�ne a rela-tion DistinctElemList in DEL which relates a list vs with a list nvs of equallength where the elements are pairwise distinct. The input formula IF isrepresented in IF, DOF in DOF and the entire speci�cation in SSF.DEL 2 (vs; nvs 2 List(A))Setdistinct0 2DEL(nil,nil)distinctR 2(neq 2 (Id(v; nv))Empty; dist 2 DEL(vs; nvs))DEL(cons(v; vs); cons(nv; nvs))In the SSF we have replaced the function Sort with a relation, Sorted fromthe introduction. This relation and the DistinctElemList provide us with theinduction basis when we, in section 6, prove that Sorter satis�es SortSpec.1Empty 2 Set is a set without any constructors, i.e. no objects of type Empty can exist.15



IF 2 (List(Nat); f 2 HML(Act))HML(Act)IF(nil; f) = fIF(cons(v; vs); f) = BoxQuery(in(num(v)); IF(vs; f))DOF 2 (dist 2 DEL(svs; nsvs))HML(Act)DOF(distinct0) = TrueDOF(distinctR(neq; dist1)) =And(And(DiaSpeak(in(num(v));True);BoxSpeak(in(num(nv));False));BoxSpeak(in(num(v));DOF(dist1)))SSF 2 (ins 2 Sorted(vs; svs); dist 2 DEL(svs; nsvs))HML(Act)SSF(ins; dist) = IF(vs;BoxQuery(in(done);DOF(dist)6 Veri�cation in ALFRecall the HML requirement (�) in Section 3.2. This requirement translatesinto ALF as follows.SorterSat 2 (ins 2 Sorted(vs; svs); dist 2 DEL(svs; nsvs))Sat(SorterEnv; sgl(VAR(sorter));SSF(ins; dist))This is not an easy requirement to prove directly in ALF. To help us we willprove a variety of lemmas that characterize the Sorter.6.1 Characterising the SorterThe �rst step in proving the Sorter correct is �nding something to do induc-tion on. The Sorter has two phases, an input phase and an output phase.In either phase the sorter satis�es similar properties for every state. In theinput phase the sorter will input a number and evolve to a process still inthe input phase. If it at any state in the input phase inputs the value doneit will evolve to a process in the output phase. Likewise, all processes in theoutput phase have similar behavior. They will all output the minimumvaluestored. Recognising these facts we make a \syntax for the sorter" in eitherphase. The following BNF represents the sorter in its input phase.16



ISorter nil ::= [Sorter]ISorter x : xs ::= Bot(x) : ITop x xsITop x nil ::= [Top(x)]ITop x y : ys ::= InCell(x; y) : ITop y ysGiven a sorted list ISorter describes a derived state of the Sorter in the inputphase. The �rst parameter to ITop is the link to the last InCell. We usethis syntax to implement the following predicate ISorter in ALF, however, werequire the list to be sorted. We only give the types for ISorter and ITop.ISorter 2 (List(Nat); List(Proc(Act,State)))SetITop 2 (Nat; List(Nat); List(Proc(Act,State)))SetSimilarly, we make a syntax describing the derived states of the Sorter inthe output phase. However, here we will have to distinguish the set of initialstates (the set of states after the Sorter has heard a done) and the set ofderived states.OSorterInit nil ::= nilOSorterInit x : xs ::= x!1 nil : OTop x xsOSorter x nil ::= nilOSorter x x : xs ::= x!0 nil : OSorter x xsOSorter (x6=y)x y : ys ::= y!1 nil : OTop y ysOTop x nil ::= nilOTop x y : ys ::= OutCell(x; y) : OTop y ysAgain, given a sorted list the OSorterInit syntax describes a derived state ofthe Sorter after hearing done. The OSorter syntax describes the process afterit has spoken the value given by the �rst parameter. OTop describes theremaining OutCell's where the �rst parameter is the link to the previouslyspoken value.OSortInit 2 (List(Nat); List(Proc(Act,State)))SetOSorter 2 (Nat; List(Nat); List(Proc(Act,State)))SetOTop 2 (Nat; List(Nat); List(Proc(Act,State)))Set17



These syntax de�nitions provide the extra structure needed to do induction.We state a few of the lemmas that are used to prove the high-level sortingspeci�cation. By Lemma 1 we establish that processes in the input phasestay in the input phase after inputting a number.Lemma 1 Let ps; qs :: [Proc(Act,State)], v; � 2 N, vxs; xs :: [N]. If Sorted(xs),ps 2 ISorter xs, insert(v; xs) = vxs and ps v�!� qs then qs 2 ISorter vxsLemma 2 states that if a process in the input phase hears the value donethe derived process is given by the syntax of initial processes in the outputphase.Lemma 2 Let ps; qs :: [Proc(Act,State)], � 2 N, xs :: [N]. If Sorted(xs),ps 2 ISorter xs and ps Done�!� qs then qs 2 OSortInit xsIf a process given by the syntax of initial output processes outputs anumber the derived state is a process of the OSorter syntax. This is statedin Lemma 3.Lemma 3 Let ps; qs :: [Proc(Act,State)], v; � 2 N, xs :: [N]. If Sorted(xs),ps 2 OSortInit xs, and ps v!�!� qs then qs 2 OSorter head(xs) tail(xs)Lastly, by lemma 4, if a process is given by OSorter and it outputs anumber, the derived state will also be given by OSorter.Lemma 4 Let ps; qs :: [Proc(Act,State)], v; � 2 N, xs :: [N]. If Sorted(v :xs), ps 2 OSorter v xs, and ps v!�!� qs then qs 2 OSorter head(xs) tail(xs)Note in lemmas 3 and 4 that if xs is empty, then ps must be nil and willtherefore not be able to output. These lemmas plus some auxiliary lemmasthat the Sorter deterministically outputs numbers in make up a veri�cationof the Sorter. What remains is taking these lemmas and apply them in theproof of our more high level HML speci�cation.18



6.2 Sorter j= SortSpecWe can now prove satisfaction in three steps. First we prove that any processsatis�es IF(xs; f) if the derived state after hearing a sequence of numbers sat-is�es f . ListPQuery is a priority abstracted relation of hearing a list numbers.SatIF 2 ((qs 2 List(Proc(Act,State)); ListPQuery(ps; vs; qs))Sat(SorterEnv; qs; f))Sat(SorterEnv; ps; IF(vs; f))Second, by Lemmas 3 and 4 we know that the derived state of a processin OSortInit or OSorter after outputting a number is a process in OSorter.Also, we have proven auxiliary lemmas stating that output is deterministic.Using these we can prove that processes in the output phase satisfy the DOF.OSortInitSatDOF 2 (OSortInit(svs,ps); dist 2 DEL(svs; nsvs))Sat(SorterEnv; ps;DOF(dist;True))OSorterSatDOF 2 (OSorter(v; svs; ps); dist 2 DEL(svs; nsvs))Sat(SorterEnv; ps;DOF(dist;True))Third, we combine the above two proofs. We establish by lemma 1 thatthe derived state after hearing a sequence of numbers will also be in the inputphase. By lemma 2 we know the derived state after hearing done is given byOSortInit with the parameter list being the sorted version of the input list.This yields the desired satisfaction result.SorterSat 2 (ins 2 Sorted(vs; svs); dist 2 DEL(svs; nsvs))Sat(SorterEnv; sgl(VAR(sorter));SSF(ins; dist))7 ConclusionsProofs done by pencil and paper are often incorrect whereas proofs that aremachine checked are guaranteed to be correct modulo the correctness of theimplementation of the theorem prover or proof checker. Systems that are�nite state can be veri�ed using automatic techniques whereas most in�nitestate systems cannot be and must be \proof checked". In this paper wepresented a machine checked proof of a distributed sorting algorithm. Theimplementation was done in CBS, the Calculus of Broadcasting Systems and19



the speci�cation was written in HML, Hennessy-Milner Logic. The veri�ca-tion itself was done in ALF, an implementation of constructive type theory.To our knowledge this is the �rst machine checked proof of a parallel sortingalgorithm done in either a process calculus such as CBS or in a modal logicsuch as HML.One thing worth emphasising about the proof is that proving directly thatthe CBS sorter is correct with respect to a high-level sorting speci�cationis di�cult. We �rst expressed the sorter in an equivalent version of CBSwhere parallelism is expressed as lists of processes rather than with a binarycombinator. This technique allowed us to omit repeated applications of thelaw for associativity of parallel composition and the law that the Nil processis a zero for parallel composition.Also, the initial sorting speci�cation was too abstract to be used directlyand in the veri�cation we used one that was more concrete. Of course, we hadto verify that this new speci�cation was correct with respect to the abstractspeci�cation (which was done but omitted for lack of space). As one wouldexpect in a large proof2, the veri�cation was reduced to proving a series oflemmas about the sorter and then combining these lemmas into a completeveri�cation.The actual ALF{proof is available by contacting yogi@iesd.auc.dkReferences[CNSvS95] Thierry Coquand, Bengt Nordstr�om, Jan Smith, and Bj�orn vonSydow. Type theory and programming. Extended Abstractsin Theoretical Computer Science bulletin number 52, February1995. Also available Chalmers University of Technology technicalreport 81.[GM93] M.J.C. Gordon and T.F. Melham. Introduction to HOL: A theo-rem proving environment for higher order logic. Cambridge Uni-versity Press, 1993.[HPP95] Ed Harcourt, Pawel Paczkowski, and K.V.S. Prasad. A frame-work for representing parameterized processes. In preparation.2The ALF representation was well over 2300 plus imported theory20



Department of Computing Science, Chalmers University of Tech-nology, 1995.[Mil89] Robin Milner. Communication and Concurrency. Prentice Hall,1989.[Pau94] Lawrence Paulson. Isabelle: A Generic Theorem Prover.Springer-Verlag, 1994. LNCS 828.[Pfe91] Frank Pfenning. Logic programming in the LF logical framework.In G�erard Huet and Gordon Plotkin, editors, Logical Frame-works. Cambridge University Press, 1991.[Pra93] K. V. S. Prasad. Programming with broadcasts. In CONCUR,August 1993. Springer Verlag LNCS 715.[Pra94] K. V. S. Prasad. Broadcasting with priority. In ESOP, April1994. Springer Verlag LNCS 788.[Pra95] K.V.S. Prasad. A calculus of broadcasting systems. The Scienceof Computer Programming, 1995. To apprear.[Sti93] Colin Stirling. Modal and temporal logics. In Samson Abramsky,Don Gabbay, and T.S.E. Maibaum, editors, Handbook of Logicin Computer Science, pages 478{563. Oxford: Clarendon Press,1993.
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